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BUMPY ROAD FOR GLEN CANYON DAM 
by 

W.L. Rusho 
 

Basic Concept and Purpose 
 

Probably no dam built in America has proved to be so controversial as Glen 
Canyon Dam. Built in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s, the dam was planned and designed 
to be a contributor in a long dream to subdue and conquer the earth, or as was often heard 
in pioneer days, “to make the desert blossom as the rose.”  Its basic purpose was to allow 
increased irrigation and other water development in the entire Upper Basin of the Colorado 
River, including Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and New Mexico.  

My experience with the dam is intensely personal, as I had been employed during 
its construction as Public Affairs Officer for the Bureau of Reclamation.  For over five 
years during the construction I rode the monkeyslides, conducted tours for reporters and 
dignitaries, wrote articles and news releases, drafted speeches, conducted ceremonies, 
produced motion pictures, and directed the guide service and all photography. In late 1963, 
when the dam was virtually finished,  I was transferred to the Salt Lake City BR Regional 
Office, which had jurisdiction over Glen Canyon Dam. From that time on I continued to be 
regularly involved in developments at the dam, both by many personal visits and by reports 
from others. Even after my retirement in 1988, I worked as a contractor producing motion 
pictures concerning operation of the dam and it’s effect on the Grand Canyon.. 

Considered as a lineal descendant of the many dams constructed by the Bureau of 
Reclamation, Glen Canyon Dam was not unusual. Designed to be a storage dam--rather 
than a flood control structure--its purposes were to hold as much water as possible, release 
only what was necessary, and fluctuate releases as drastically as required to maximize 
revenues from hydropower production. After the last of eight generators came on the line 
in 1966, virtually the only restrictions on its operation derived from the 1922 Colorado 
River Compact, the 1944 Treaty with Mexico, as well as a number of related laws, all of 
which comprised what was loosely termed “The Law of the River.”  

 
Early History of the Glen Canyon Dam Concept 

 
Actually, lower Glen Canyon, near where the dam was built from 1956 to 1964, 

had been eyed many decades earlier by hydrologists and engineers, not for a water storage 
dam, but for a flood control dam. 

In 1906 and 1907, a tributary flood on the Salt River caused the Colorado River to 
break through an irrigation gate south of Yuma, Arizona and to flow unchecked for two 
years into the Salton Sink of California, thus forming the Salton Sea. After the gap was 
finally closed by dumping several rail cars loaded with rock into the breach, the river 
returned to its original course toward the Gulf of California. But the need for a flood 
control dam and reservoir was made apparent to all. 

In 1921, U.S. Geological Survey engineer Eugene C. LaRue proposed, to an 
obsession, that Glen Canyon should be the logical site for this flood control dam. A 
reservoir there would hold a vast amount of water, and, even more important, it’s upstream 
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location would allow all locations downstream to be free of floods and available for 
irrigation development.  

While the engineers were looking at possible dam sites, politicians, water 
managers, and lawyers were scheduling meetings with representatives of all the States 
within the Colorado River Basin to divide up the obviously limited (except during rare 
floods), flows of the river. Agreed upon and signed in 1922, the Colorado River Compact 
substantially divided the flows of the river between what was termed the Upper and the 
Lower Basins of the river, to be measured at Lee’s Ferry, Arizona. Furthermore, as a 
concession, the Upper Basin agreed to guarantee 75 million acre feet delivery to the Lower 
Basin in any 10 year period, amounting to an average flow of 7.5 m.a.f. annually. 

E.C. LaRue was frustrated in his campaign to have Glen Canyon made the site of 
the flood control dam. During the 1920’s, the focus for a flood control dam shifted instead, 
first to Boulder Canyon, and then to Black Canyon, both within a few dozen miles of the 
then small town of Las Vegas, Nevada. A dam at Black Canyon would be much closer to 
the major hydropower markets of southern California. It would require less concrete for its 
V-shaped canyon, compared to Glen Canyon’s U-shape. Also, a dam in Glen Canyon 
would be in the Upper Basin, which might be administratively difficult for Lower Basin 
officials to handle. The Boulder Canyon Project Act was passed in 1928, authorizing the 
construction of what we now know as Hoover Dam. 

Although the Bureau of Reclamation had officially reserved Glen Canyon as a 
possible dam and reservoir site soon after World War I, construction of Hoover Dam in the 
early 1930’s seemed to obviate the need for another main stem dam. In 1936, therefore, the 
National Park Service, encouraged by Interior Secretary Harold Ickes, proposed an 
Escalante National Monument, to cover 6,968 square miles of southeastern Utah—twice 
the size of Yellowstone National Park. 1 The proposed monument would have included all 
of Glen Canyon as well as considerable public land used for grazing. 

In 1938 combined opposition from ranchers forced the Park Service to reduce the 
size of the proposed monument to 2,450 square miles, eliminating most of the grazing 
areas, but leaving Glen Canyon. Then the State of Utah weighed in—undoubtedly with 
Bureau of Reclamation’s covert urging--favoring continued reservation of Glen Canyon as 
a possible reservoir site rather than a monument. Stalemated, the Escalante National 
Monument proposal slowly died of inaction as the Nation turned its attention to World War 
II. 

For many years after the 1922 Compact was signed, water use in the Upper Basin 
was so small that there was no problem delivering the average of 7.5 million acre feet 
yearly that was required to be delivered to the Lower Basin. In 1944, when the United 
States agreed, by treaty, to deliver 1.5 m.a.f. of Colorado River water annually to Mexico, 
plenty of water still flowed by Lee’s Ferry for that purpose. But water demands were 
continually growing, not only in the rapidly expanding economy of California, but also in 
the Upper Basin, where farmers and water managers envisioned a number of possible 
projects that would consume available water. 

 
The Colorado River Storage Project Plan 

                                                
1 Farmer, Jared, Glen Canyon Dammed—Inventing Lake Powell & the Canyon Country, 

University of Arizona Press, Tucson, (1999) 
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Soon after World War II, Bureau of Reclamation officials printed a report entitled 

The Colorado River--A Natural Menace Becomes a National Resource,2 in which a large 
number of potential projects were outlined for both the Upper and Lower Basins. Key to 
enabling several water projects in the Upper Basin was to be large storage capacity 
reservoirs that would help meet the Compact commitments to the Lower Basin. For this 
role, a large dam at Glen Canyon would be vitally important, as its potentially huge pool of 
water would insure that, in case of a severe drought, such as occurred in 1933 and 1934, 
irrigation and municipal projects upstream would not be denied their regular allotment of 
water. Other, much smaller, storage reservoirs were also envisioned on tributary rivers 
upstream from Glen Canyon Dam. In 1946, however, this “wish list” of projects was not 
yet a plan. 

Eight years later, the Bureau of Reclamation published a report, actually a 
proposal for legislation, for what was to be termed the Colorado River Storage Project.3 
Essentially, this was a refinement of the 1946 list of potential projects, all integrated into a 
comprehensive plan incorporating storage dams and reservoirs to meet downstream 
commitments and to produce hydroelectric power. “Participating Projects” that would then 
be built to develop water for irrigation and for municipal and industrial uses., Revenue from 
the sale of hydropower would fully repay the costs of the storage projects and, although it 
was not called a subsidy, the revenue would also materially assist the repayment of 
Participating Project costs. Altogether, it appeared to be a neat package--except for one 
particular feature--the proposed Echo Park Unit. 

 
Congressional Authorization 

 
Along with the Glen Canyon “Unit” (dam, reservoir, and powerplant), the Echo 

Park Unit was designed as a storage unit. Compared to Glen Canyon’s potential storage of 
26 million acre feet of water, Echo Park would hold only about one-fourth as much., but 
Echo Park received the major portion of attention during Congressional hearings for one 
reason--the dam and reservoir were to be located in Dinosaur National Monument, in the 
National Park System. 

Leading the campaign against Echo Park Dam was David Brower, Executive 
Director of the Sierra Club. By his ability to locate arithmetic errors in the Bureau of 
Reclamation’s estimate of reservoir evaporation and through his public interviews, 
speeches, writings, and advertisements, the dam fell into disfavor with Congressmen, and it 
was eliminated from the CRSP bill. In his campaign, however, Brower linked Echo Park 
Dam with Glen Canyon Dam, stating that Echo Park  Dam would not be necessary if the 
height of Glen Canyon Dam was raised to allow more water storage. In the early 1950’s, 
therefore, Brower had no objection to construction of Glen Canyon Dam. 

Many years later, during 1999 and until his death in 2000, Brower maintained that 
if, in the 1950’s, he had known how beautiful Glen Canyon was, he could have eliminated 

                                                
2 The Colorado River--A Natural Menace Becomes a National Resource, U.S. Department of the 

Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, GPO, March 1946 
3 Letter from Assistant Secretary of the Interior transmitting A Report on the Colorado River 

Storage Project, 83rd Congress, 2d Session, House Document No. 364, April 6, 1954 
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Glen Canyon Dam from the CRSP proposal by using the  Congressional backing that he 
then possessed. Considering the political power in Congress then available to Upper Basin 
interests, figures such as Congressman Wayne Aspinall of Colorado and Senator Arthur 
Watkins of Utah, it is  doubtful that Brower was correct in his half-century later second-
guessing. Even Lower Basin legislators, such as Representative Stewart Udall and Senator 
Barry Goldwater, both of Arizona, supported the CRSP.4 

Brower’s verbal association of proposed dams in Echo Park and Glen Canyon has 
led many newspaper reporters, writers, and other casual observers to conclude that a dam 
in the latter was a substitute for the former. Actually, nothing could be further from the 
truth. The Bureau of Reclamation had estimated that something over 30 million acre feet of 
storage would be necessary to meet downstream needs should a drought such as 1933-34 
recur. Since a reservoir at Echo Park would have held only 6.4 m.a.f. compared to Glen 
Canyon’s 26 m.a.f., obviously, a dam in Glen Canyon was the key to the feasibility of the 
entire CRSP plan. Had Brower actually tried to and succeeded in eliminating Glen Canyon 
Dam, the entire CRSP would have been killed.  

Furthermore, Brower’s late-in-life contention that the defeat of Echo Park Dam 
forced the Bureau of Reclamation to raise the height of Glen Canyon Dam is incorrect; the 
1954 Bureau design shows the dam crest at elevation 3,711 feet above sea level--the level 
of the dam as it was actually built. 

This is not to say that there was no opposition to the building of Glen Canyon 
Dam. Contrary to the later contention of Brower and the Sierra Club, Glen Canyon was not 
the “place no one knew.” While it was not nationally famous, it had been visited often, 
particularly in the 1950’s, by Utah Boy Scout groups and others who simply enjoyed 
boating down the calm, scenic river. According to the late historian, C. Gregory Crampton, 
Glen Canyon was the most accessible, and therefore the most visited, of all the canyons of 
the Colorado River.5  Although most people who had boated through the canyon were 
opposed to the dam, they were generally unorganized and no match for the steam roller of 
proponents pushing for water development. 

 
Construction of the Dam 

 
Many  observers, both within and outside Bureau of Reclamation, have marveled 

at the speed with which construction began on the CRSP. At the time there was no need 
for any detailed economic or environmental studies. Following the authorization of the 
CRSP (Public Law 485--84th Congress) on April 11, 1956, engineers and surveyors were 
rushed to the site by July, and on October 15 of that year, the first ceremonial blast was set 
off on the canyon wall.  

During 1956 and on into 1957, design engineers in the Denver Office were still 
hard at work producing specifications for the dam. One might wonder then why the bureau 
was already doing site work when the design for the dam was not yet finished. The answer 
is two-fold. Some work on site could be done, such as road building and planning the city 
of Page. Perhaps the main reason for the haste, however, was a desire to follow a well-
known, time honored--and usually successful--construction strategy, which states that 
                                                

4 In later years, both Udall and Goldwater expressed regret for supporting Glen Canyon Dam. 
5 Personal interview, April  1974 
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when an agency starts a job that depends on appropriations from a legislative body, funding 
is much more assured if it seeks to continue, rather than start, a project. 

According to Glen Canyon Project Construction Engineer Lemuel F. Wylie, the 
principal dilemma confronting him in 1956 had nothing to do with the dam, but rather with 
the questionable location for the construction town, later to be named Page. Since the dam 
site was in a remote area, in a yet unbridged canyon, completely in Arizona, but quite near 
the Utah-Arizona state line, political interests of both states considered it desirable to have 
the town established on their side of the canyon, since economic and transportation ties 
would probably develop early with adjoining cities. Delegations from both states repeatedly 
visited Wylie at his temporary Kanab, Utah office, all requesting favorable consideration. 

Years later, in 1969, former Senator Carl Hayden of Arizona publicly stated that 
Page had been so located because of his request to place it on the Arizona side.6 
Considering that in 1956 Hayden was Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, 
it was a foregone conclusion that the bureau would agree. A large spring of good water 
had been located on the Utah side, leading some engineers to recommend that location,7 
and a perfunctory examination was made there. But considering Senator Hayden’s 
expressed  preference, the only real question was precisely where on the sandy Arizona side 
the town would be placed. Wylie reported in an interview that he and Louie Puls, Chief of 
the Concrete Dams Section of the Chief Engineer’s Office, hiked along the sandy Arizona 
side in July 1956, found nothing suitable, then decided to examine a low plateau about a 
mile to the east. After hiking to the top, the two looked around, then Puls said, “Lem. 
What’s the matter with this?” Wylie replied, “Not a thing--not a thing.”8 

So the town of Page was situated on the Arizona side, on Manson Mesa. But the 
selected town site had another difficulty--it was located on the Navajo Indian Reservation. 
To resolve this Wylie and Department of the Interior lawyers met with tribal officials 
several times without conclusion, until one of the lawyers suggested a land trade. This idea 
met with favorable response, resulting in the Government’s obtaining 55,000 acres of land 
for Page and for the Navajo side of the future reservoir in exchange for a like amount of 
land on McCracken Mesa in southeast Utah.9 

When asked about problems encountered while building the dam, Wylie could 
think of nothing major. “It was mostly mechanical,” he said. “The contractor knew what to 
do, I knew how to handle day to day problems, and I had a competent staff to insure 
quality construction.” 

A labor strike shut down construction of the dam for six months, from July to 
December, 1959. The dispute arose when the prime contractor, Merritt-Chapman and 
Scott, curtailed making extra housing payments, up till then paid to employees for the 
remote location of the job, after determining that housing was available in Page and in 
company dormitories. The strike was finally settled near Christmas 1959, and by January 
1960, the work was again well underway. No event delayed construction from that point 
on, and the dam and powerplant were finished on schedule. 

 

                                                
6 Remarks by Carl Hayden at the Carl Hayden Visitor Center, October 1969 
7 Interview with Clyde Gessel, March 1999. 
8 Interview with L.F. Wylie, June 1983 
9 Ibid. 
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Archaeology and History Investigations 
 
Today, with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in effect, no project 

can be undertaken on federally-owned land without a preliminary and thorough 
archaeological and historical investigations (as well as many other studies), of the area to 
be impacted. In 1956, however, no NEPA rules were in effect, so Glen Canyon received no 
studies prior to inundation that would be considered as counter to authorization of the 
dam. What it did receive was what was called simply the Glen Canyon Archaeological 
Salvage Project. In compliance with the Historic Sites Act of 1935, the National Park 
Service obtained funding and let two contracts for the work. The largest was awarded to 
the University of Utah to investigate the right bank of the Colorado, the triangular area 
between the Colorado and the San Juan, and the left bank of the Colorado above the 
confluence with the San Juan. The Museum of Northern Arizona  was authorized to 
examine the south side of the Colorado and the San Juan. 

Even before 1956, Glen Canyon and the San Juan River Canyon were known to 
have substantial numbers of archaeologically significant sites, including dwelling areas, 
granaries, trails, petroglyphs and pictographs. Several private or institution-sponsored 
research expeditions had ventured into the region, particularly in the 1930’s. Prominent 
among these was the Rainbow Bridge—Monument Valley Expedition, (RBMVE), a 
cooperative effort by the National Park Service and several universities, which operated 
from 1933 to 1938.10 Although the RBMVE only touched on Glen and the San Juan River 
Canyons, its crews found numerous archaeological sites, although few were excavated at 
that time. 

Initiating the Salvage Project in 1957,  with the dam already under construction, 
both the University of Utah and the Museum of Northern Arizona sent qualified crews, 
consisting of archaeologists, helpers, students, horse wranglers, boatmen, and cooks, into 
the canyons and onto the surrounding areas. To obtain base data for regional comparison, 
they also surveyed archaeological sites on highland areas, such as the Kaiparowits Plateau 
and Cummings Mesa.  

Dr. Jesse D. Jennings, director of the University of Utah effort, devised special 
techniques to help speed the project. For instance, he enjoined crew chiefs to “use the 
coarsest tool that will do the work—i.e., recover the data. A shovel can be as useful as a 
trowel, a road patrol or scraper as useful as a shovel, or a dragline as useful as a pick, in the 
hands of an excavator who is free of ritual compulsiveness.”11 Of course, there was no way 
to get a road patrol, scraper or dragline into the canyons, but his philosophical approach 
had the merit of accomplishing as much as possible in the time available. 

Every means of transportation was tried as a means to get crews into the main and 
side canyons, from airplanes, to four wheel drive vehicles, to horses and mules. But the 
areas were so rugged and remote that the rivers themselves became the main travel and 

                                                
10 Christenson, Andrew L., The Last of the Great Expeditions—The Rainbow Bridge/Monument 

Valley Expedition, 1933-1938, Plateau Magazine, Vol. 58, No. 4, Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 
AZ,  (1987) 

11 Jennings, Jesse D., Glen Canyon:  A Summary, University of Utah Anthropological Papers, No. 
81, Salt Lake City, (June 1966), p. 7 
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communication lines. Small, outboard powered aluminum boats were extensively used, 
with occasional recourse to rubber rafts. 

According to Jennings, the Survey found and recorded over 2,000 archaeological 
sites, of which about 80 or 85 were fully or partially excavated.12 In confirmation, Don 
Fowler, one of Jennings’ crew chiefs during the 1957-1963 survey, estimated that due to 
lack of time, less than 10 percent of the sites were examined in any detail. But both 
Jennings and Fowler agreed that the survey was adequate to determine the population 
densities at various stages of pre-historic cultures. Dispelling earlier rumor, no large ruin, 
such as at Mesa Verde or Chaco Canyon, was found. 

Writing as a professional archaeologist, Jennings could not praise the Glen Canyon 
Salvage Project highly enough, for it finally provided adequate funding for substantive 
research, as opposed to piddling, poorly funded studies in previous years. He wrote that 
over 30 previous explorations of Glen Canyon by problem oriented or pot hunting men 
resulted in no scientific account.13  

I suggest that in virtually any detail, and certainly in 
overall results, emergency salvage archaeology is superior to most 
other work done in America.14 
Jennings, now deceased, therefore did not lament the drowning of 2,000 

archaeological sites. He proudly pointed to the many volumes of useful  and accurate 
scientific data  that were recorded in monographs and books. And besides the data, he and 
his researchers had accumulated a museum full of small artifacts available to future 
archaeologists. 

On the personal side, Jennings wrote that  
. . . learning the Glen and working in and near it for six or 

seven summers was a rich, emotionally charged period of my life. 
The vastness, the isolation, the stillness, the overwhelming beauty of 
the land, even (especially) the heat, the still starlit nights, the blue 
or brassy midday sky, all combined to make me constantly aware of 
my good fortune. . . . millions of vacationers each year fish, swim, 
water ski, wind surf, and camp in the tributaries and some spots on 
the lake itself see and enjoy much of the same natural beauty as I 
once did. But the intimacy of the river and the side streams is gone, 
and all my hard won knowledge of the sandbars, the shoals, and the 
camping sites is now obsolete, but remain bright in memory.15 
In the original Glen Canyon Salvage Project, no separate provision had been made 

for historical research, as it was assumed that archaeologists could record any rare historic 
site while in the course of their regular tasks. 

Dr. C. Gregory Crampton, historian at the University of Utah took it upon himself 
to address the lack of historical research as a dedicated project by writing to the National 
Park Service and convincing them of the omission. Consequently, Crampton himself was 

                                                
12 Jennings, Jesse D. Accidental Archaeologist—Memoirs of Jesse D. Jennings, University of 

Utah Press, Salt Lake City, (1994). P. 215 
13 Jennings,; Glen Canyon:  A Summary. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Jennings, Accidental Archaeologist, p. 216-217 
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given  $25,000, expected to be enough to do the job. With such limited funds, Crampton 
could hire no one, but had to do all the research himself, using only unpaid graduate 
students (loosely termed “slaves”), as assistants. 

During the years 1957 to 1963, Crampton tediously filed through old mining 
records, courthouse documents, diaries and manuscripts, and newspaper accounts. 
Following written leads, he then made eight float trips, each with one or two graduate 
students, to stop at specific sites mentioned in the written records. With his funds nearly 
exhausted, Crampton, with my urging,  persuaded Frank Clinton, Regional Director of the 
Bureau of Reclamation, to authorize and fund boat trips down the San Juan River in 1962 
and down Cataract Canyon in 1963. On these last two trips, I traveled along, acting as 
official photographer, as we stopped and recorded numerous historic sites. 

From 1959 to 1963, Crampton wrote seven detailed monographs, complete with 
maps, photographs and documentation, each published as an Anthropological Paper by the 
University of Utah. Following these works, he published Standing Up Country—The 
Canyonlands of Utah and Arizona,16 in which brought Glen, Cataract, and San Juan 
Canyon histories into a regional perspective. He followed this with Ghosts of Glen 
Canyon,17  a series of Glen Canyon historical vignettes and photographs arranged by river 
mile. In these books he repeatedly emphasized the point that Glen Canyon, containing 
hundreds of historic sites, was the most historic of all the canyons of the Colorado. 

 
The Rainbow Bridge Problem 

 
In Public Law 485 authorizing the Colorado River Storage Project are the words: 
   That as part of the Glen Canyon Unit, the Secretary of the Interior 

shall take adequate protective measures to preclude impairment of the 
Rainbow Bridge National Monument. 

These foregoing words were inserted at the insistence of environment groups, 
including the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, and the National Parks Association, with 
the intention of preserving Rainbow Bridge and its surrounding160-acre enclave set aside 
as a national monument in1909, in its natural state. 

Congress also included the following clause: 
    It is the intention of Congress that no dam or reservoir constructed 

under the authorization of this Act shall be within any national park or 
monument. 

This clause was inserted as an affirmation of Congressional opposition to a dam in 
Dinosaur National Monument (Echo Park), as well as a desire to keep Glen Canyon 
reservoir water out of Rainbow Bridge National Monument. 

In regard to Rainbow Bridge, the Bureau of Reclamation faced a delicate situation, 
namely, how to keep reservoir water out of the monument without tearing up the 

                                                
16 Crampton, C. Gregory, Standing Up Country—The Canyonlands of Utah and Arizona, Alfred 

A. Knopf, New York; University of Utah Press, Salt Lake City, in association with the Amon Carter 
Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth. 

17 Crampton, C. Gregory, Ghosts of Glen Canyon, Tower Productions, Salt Lake City (1986 and 
1994) 
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surrounding landscape, and how to build a barrier dam quickly enough so that the reservoir 
could be allowed to fill without an untimely delay. 

By the terms of P.L. 485, the bureau had no choice but to keep water from the 
future Glen Canyon reservoir from entering the boundary of the Rainbow Bridge National 
Monument. Created by Executive Proclamation in 1909, the 160-acre monument lay about 
5.5 winding stream miles southeast of the Colorado River. As the reservoir rose, it would 
enter the monument area at elevation 3,606 feet above mean sea level., and at its planned 
maximum elevation of 3,700 feet it would be 45 feet deep in the channel beneath the 
bridge, but still 21 feet below the lowest abutment of the bridge itself.18 Therefore, to keep 
reservoir water out of the national monument, as required by law, would necessitate some 
kind of downstream barrier dam. 

It was obvious to those of us who worked for the agency at the time that top 
officials of the bureau would build a barrier dam only after considerable loud protesting. 
And the most effective way to ward off building such a dam was to postpone specific 
Congressional appropriation—perhaps indefinitely. One bureau publication stated: 

Much of the earth materials required for construction of 
any possible restraining dams would have to be obtained from the 
top of the high mesa [1,200 vertical feet above the stream channel]. 
Heavy equipment to work the high mesa borrow area would have to 
be lifted to the mesa top by cableways or carried in by helicopter, 
as it would be impossible to build a road on to the high mesa. . . . 
.the high mesa borrow operations would necessarily leave certain 
unavoidable and irremovable construction scars.19 
One might question why the bureau would resist building a barrier dam, since, 

after all, the agency was in the business of building dams. At least one author, Hank 
Hassell, in his book Rainbow Bridge—An Illustrated History, felt that it was simply pay 
back to the Sierra Club for having embarrassed the bureau in the Echo Park Congressional 
hearings. 

With the benefit of hindsight it now seems clear that the 
motive of both Congress and the bureau was simple one-upmanship. 
Western states congressmen had been stung and stung badly by 
Dave Brower’s success in stopping Echo Park Dam. The bureau, 
too, felt that it had been publicly humiliated on its own turf, and 
now both bodies saw a way to strike back.20 
Three possible sites were examined for a barrier dam in the deep, narrow canyons 

leading from Rainbow Bridge down to the Colorado River. The middle site, Site B, 
preferred by the bureau, would have required a small dam upstream from the bridge and a 
tunnel to divert natural runoff to an adjacent canyon.  

Dam site C, further downstream, would not have required the diversion structures, 
but would have required a large dam, 365 feet high, with a crest length of 800 feet. It could 
have been constructed by building a haul road from the north, with a bridge over the 

                                                
18 Bureau of Reclamation, limited publication document, (1959), copy in possession of the author  
19 Ibid. 
20 Hassell, Hank, Rainbow Bridge—An Illustrated History, Utah State University Press, (1999), p. 

126 
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Colorado River, and much of the construction scars would have been inundated by the 
future reservoir, yet it was never seriously considered by the bureau. The reason was 
simple—it would have taken too long to build, and was at too low an elevation. The site C 
dam would have had to be in place before the gates at Glen Canyon Dam were closed. 
Such a situation would have set back the filling schedule for Lake Powell and was 
considered unacceptable. 

The bureau, through the Interior Secretary, in 1960 dutifully asked for  $3.5 
million in appropriations (of the projected $25 million final price), to begin construction of 
the structures to protect Rainbow Bridge. But heavy lobbying by Senator Frank Moss of 
Utah, Congressman Wayne Aspinall of Colorado, and Floyd Dominy, Commissioner of the 
Bureau of Reclamation, convinced the House Appropriations Committee to delete the line 
item from the budget with the words, “no part of the fund herein appropriated  shall be 
available for construction or operation of facilities to prevent waters of Lake Powell from 
entering any national monument.” 

In 1961, Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall, recognizing that building a dam at 
site B would leave disastrous construction scars on the landscape, sought a way out by 
proposing a new national park that would encompass, not only Rainbow Bridge, but also 
much of the fantastically eroded landscape—all Navajo land--in surrounding areas.. On 
April 9, he organized a mass visit to the bridge by environmental representatives, news 
reporters, and governmental officials to promote what he called Navajo Rainbow National 
Park, with helicopter transportation furnished by the U.S. Air Force and by private air 
services. Although his concept had merit—it would have been a magnificent national 
park—one key provision of his proposal was to put the boundary of such a park at the 
normal high water line of Lake Powell, thus eliminating the need for a barrier dam, and 
Dave Brower and others would not accept the concept. Also, Udall had failed to consult 
with Navajo Tribal leaders, who were miffed at the slight. The Navajos abruptly refused to 
give part of their land for a new National Park,thus killing the proposal. 

During the 1960’s, Congress each year expressly denied funds for a barrier dam, 
inserting the same prohibitive clause in the Appropriations Bill.  In August 1962, the 
National Parks Association, the Sierra Club and other conservation organizations filed suit, 
asking for an injunction to prevent the closing of the gates at Glen Canyon Dam until 
protective works for Rainbow Bridge were at least under construction. The judge, 
however, dismissed the suit, ruling that the organizations had no standing in law as they 
would not suffer harm by the filling of Lake Powell. Upon that note, the bureau closed 
most of the diversion tunnel gates on March 13, 1963, and Lake Powell began a rapid rise. 

As lake waters crept up the narrow canyons toward Rainbow Bridge, Dave 
Brower, now head of a new organization called Friends of the Earth, enlisted the Wasatch 
Mountain Club and Ken Sleight, owner of a river running company, (the last two providing 
standing to sue),  to join him in a suit to keep Lake Powell waters away from the bridge. In 
November 1970, the suit was filed, asking only that Lake Powell be limited to elevation 
3,606, thus keeping it out of the national monument, in accordance with Section 3 of Public 
Law 485. On February 27, 1973, Judge Willis Ritter, in Salt Lake City, granted the 
plaintiff’s motion and ordered the bureau to lower Lake Powell to the 3,606 level. To the 
bureau and to Upper Basin water users, this was a disastrous decision, for the top 94 feet, 
from elevation 3606 to 3700, contained almost half of the storage volume of the reservoir. 
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Furthermore, the lowered reservoir would substantially reduce the hydraulic “head” on the 
turbines, thereby cutting power production and revenue. 

Of course the government appealed and on May 1, 1973, a three-judge panel of 
the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals voted 2 to 1 to allow Lake Powell to enter Rainbow 
Bridge National Monument while the case was reviewed. Then, just three months later, the 
Appeals Court issued its decision. Voting 5 to 2, the Court held that Congress had indeed 
repealed Section 3 of Public Law 485 by repeated acts of denying funds for protective 
works. Chief Justice David T. Lewis strongly dissented, commenting that the decision “was 
a deep trespass upon the prerogatives of Congress and a clear and dangerous violation of 
the doctrine of separation of powers. . . .[and] an equally dangerous judicial aggression.” 

Brower and his lawyers appealed to the Supreme Court, where the conservation 
case was joined amicus curiae by Attorneys General of 16 states—all of which disagreed 
with the Appeals Court decision. Out of four required, however, only three Supreme Court 
justices agreed to hear the case. Therefore on January 21, 1974, the Court announced that 
it had denied the appeal and that it would not review the case. Thus a new legal precedent, 
repeal of a law by implication, had been set. And Lake Powell would continue to rise. And 
it rose, faster than almost anyone had predicted.  

 
The Spillway Crisis, 1983-1984 

 
Of course, the lake level fluctuated up and down in accordance with seasonal 

runoffs, and in some years it declined more than it rose. Generally, however, the level was 
higher each year until the lake actually filled, to elevation 3,700 on June 22, 1980, an event 
that was marked by a public celebration on the crest of the dam. As a demonstration, both 
spillways were slightly opened for a short time. Lem Wylie, who had supervised the 
construction and who was invited as a guest for the celebration, expressed amazement at 
the rapid filling. “I never expected to see this in my lifetime,” he stated. 

Yet the filling in 1980 was only prelude to a much more dramatic event. Runoff 
prediction is an inexact science, but predictions are vital for reservoir regulation. Any 
storage reservoir, such as Lake Powell, should be kept as full as possible, with accidental 
spills kept to a minimum. Therefore, runoff predictions are necessary early each spring so 
that sufficient space—but not too much--can be provided in the reservoir.  

In 1983, nature dealt predictors a bad hand. Accumulated snowfall in the 
mountains on April 1 was only a bit above average, but the snow kept falling—in increasing 
amounts. By early May it appeared that Lake Powell had insufficient space for the runoff, 
so the bureau opened the wicket gates of the powerplant so as to operate at full capacity, 
night and day. Still the water rose steadily toward the full mark of elevation 3,700 feet. The 
four outlet tubes, capable of a combined 11,000 cubic feet per second release were also 
opened. 

Two spillways have been provided at Glen Canyon Dam, not through the dam 
itself, but through the rock wall on each side of the canyon. These sharply descending 
tunnels, originally lined with three feet of concrete, were sized to handle a massive 180,000 
cubic feet per second, yet their expected use would be rare, with small flows of short 
duration.   
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Early in June 1983, however, with the lake still rising, one spillway radial gate (a 
heavy steel gate that is raised to admit flow from the bottom), had to be opened to allow 
water into the left spillway. When this operation is performed, water roars into the 
spillway, drops precipitously through several hundred feet, until it reaches the elbow 
section, then flows through the lower end, at that point horizontal, of what had been the 
diversion tunnel. Upon exiting, it strikes a “flip bucket” designed to dissipate the 
tremendous energy by throwing the water high into the air, allowing it to fall into the 
Colorado River. In 1983, the operation worked as expected—except for the insidious 
phenomenon known as cavitation.  

All civil and mechanical engineers are familiar with cavitation, a process where a 
fast moving liquid is thrown upward by some small obstruction, thus creating vapor 
cavities, or small vacuum pockets. These cavities then collapse with destructive force, 
digging holes into the surface on which the liquid is flowing. The holes are rapidly enlarged 
and deepened. After one hole is formed a leapfrog action is initiated, causing further 
cavitation holes to form on down the surface. One might ask why designers specified 
spillway tunnels that were almost certain to suffer cavitation damage when used. The only 
answer is that a well-managed reservoir should almost never spill, and then only for very 
short periods, after which the cavitation could be repaired. 

Although a spillway tunnel had been provided on each side of the canyon, the 
right, or west, spillway was not used initially so as to confine the cavitation damage to the 
left one. As the inflow into Lake Powell topped 100,000 c.f.s. the  gates were gradually 
opened until 32,000 c.f.s. roared through the left tunnel. I was one of the witnesses who 
saw the outflow turn orange, hurling chucks of concrete and sandstone into the Colorado 
River. Most of the engineers were somewhat worried, although they knew that—
theoretically at least--most of the damage would be downward—not laterally into the lake. 
Yet obviously a hasty inspection was in order. 

With the gates temporarily closed, two intrepid engineers, clad in foul weather 
gear, rode a tugger-lowered cart into the dark left spillway. Almost 600 feet down the 60 
degree slope they encountered massive holes clear through the three-foot thick concrete 
lining, and into the sandstone, reinforcing bars twisted and broken. Just beyond they could 
see a series of large holes further down. At this point they could go no further and were 
hoisted back to the daylight. 

By the end of June, when the inflow into the lake rose to around 120,000 c.f.s. and 
the gates of both spillways had to be opened. The biggest worry was not that the lake 
would top the dam, elevation 3715, but that the water would rise above elevation 3700, at 
which point the water would flow over the top of the gates, even if they were in closed 
position. Work crews hurriedly placed temporary 4’x 8’ plywood  panels upright across the 
top of the gates so as to increase storage. To a non-engineer, it sounds fantastic to hold 
back a 186-mile long lake with plywood panels—but it worked. 

For a more permanent and effective fix, heavy steel 8-foot high flashboards were 
fabricated and trucked to the dam. Even as a large flow of water was roaring under the 
gates, workmen on top of the gates starting installing these flashboards on July 4th, working 
around the clock, and within two days they were in place.  
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On July 14, the lake level reached 3708.4, held at that elevation for almost a day, 
then  began a slow, but measurable, decline. The flood of 1983 was over. By early August 
all spillway flows were curtailed.  

But the big job of spillway repair had yet to be determined. I was one of a team 
who, in late July, waded into cold, standing water of the left tunnel and proceeded up the 
dark cavern toward the elbow section. It was an eerie spelunking experience to be entering 
that awesome dark underground chamber, not quite sure of what we would find. Pulling a 
raft laden with battery  powered floodlights, we scrambled and climbed around and over an 
amazing array of rock rubble, at least one piece as large as a good sized automobile. In 
many places the concrete lining was entirely gone, with rebar broken off by metal fatigue. 
Apprehensive of the expected large hole at the elbow section, we stopped wading short of 
having to swim, but from our vantage point we could easily see the series of large 
cavitation holes just above the elbow section. Having recorded the damage on film and 
videotape, we retraced our route to the sunshine. 

With the powerplant operating at full tilt, and with all four outlet tubes shooting 
eight-foot wide jets into the Colorado River, emergency repairs began on the spillways. 
Drained of water, adit tunnels were gouged into the lower sides of each tunnel, near the 
outlet portals, to allow access to heavy equipment and trucks. A contractor hired hundreds 
of men and women to remove broken concrete, loose sandstone, and to prepare the tunnels 
for new rebar filled concrete lining. When the huge hole at the elbow section of the left 
tunnel—the most severely damaged—was drained, it was measured to be 32 feet deep, 40 
feet wide, and 150 feet long. It took twenty-five hundred cubic yards of concrete to fill the 
hole. 

Meanwhile in the Denver Engineering Laboratories, engineers were giving final 
touches to the design for air slots to be incorporated in the upper portion of the Glen 
Canyon spillways. Their design called for a four-foot wide, four-foot deep, circular trench 
to be cut and lined about 110 feet down from the upper portal of each spillway. Tests had 
shown that when high velocity water crossed these air slots, a cushion of air bubbles would 
be introduced, on which the water would ride through the remainder of the spillway. 
Cavitation would therefore be virtually eliminated.  

The general principle of using air slots on tunnel type spillways had been conceived 
by design engineers during the 1970’s, had been tested, and had actually been retrofitted 
into the spillways at Yellowtail Dam in Montana. Whenever funds permitted, air slots were 
planned for all Bureau of Reclamation dams with tunnel type spillways.  Had the 1983 
damage not occurred, the spillways at Glen Canyon Dam would probably have been 
retrofitted with air slots sometime during the 1980’s. But with a large contractor on site, it 
was logical to build in the air slots as part of the ongoing spillway repair. 

Also, so as to prevent surprise incidents like the 1983 runoff, it was apparent that 
runoff forecasting had to be improved. bureau officials in Salt Lake City, in cooperation 
with the National Weather Service and the Soil Conservation Service, devised an improved 
forecasting model, and ways to quickly refine that model as snowfall in the mountains 
accumulated. It was not accomplished too soon. 

As work on the spillways progressed through the fall of 1983 and into the new 
year, large amounts of  snow continued to fall in the high country, and the 1984 forecast 
showed that the runoff could be even greater than in 1983. With the spillways temporarily 
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out of commission, it was obvious that releases of water through the dam and powerplant 
had to be kept at a maximum. Through May and June Lake Powell inched upward until it 
was only a few inches from the top of the new flashboards on the spillway gates. Then in 
early July the lake level began to recede. The crisis point had been passed. 

On August 12, 1984, the left spillway, completely repaired and incorporating an air 
slot, was tested with a release of 50,000 c.f.s. The event was astounding to watch, as huge 
jets of water arced gracefully from the flip buckets over 100 feet before plunging violently 
into the river. Spray filled the downstream canyon, refracting rainbows from the bright 
summer sunlight. After a few days of testing, the flow was curtailed and the spillway 
pumped dry for an inspection. I was fortunate to accompany the team of engineers that 
went in to examine the concrete surface. We could see no damage whatsoever. The air 
slots had been a complete success in preventing cavitation. 

Altogether, the repair of the two spillways had cost around $30 million, but the 
steady full operation of the powerplant to release more water had netted around $34 
million in extra revenue. Furthermore, as most of the power was sold to energy companies 
in California, it enabled them to save great quantities of oil that would have been burned in 
oil-fired generating plants. 

 
Glen Canyon Power and the Grand Canyon Ecosystem 

 
Almost simultaneous with the spillway crisis, Glen Canyon Dam hit another bump 

in the road. For many years, even before the dam was completed, biologists, geologists, 
archaeologists and river runners had been concerned with the altered character of the 
Colorado River flowing from the dam and through the Grand Canyon. What enters Lake 
Powell as a warm, silt filled river emerges through the dam as cold and clear, similar to a 
mountain stream. It also fluctuated high and low in accordance with power demands at the 
Glen Canyon Powerplant, sometimes very rapidly. No studies had yet been made, but most 
scientists predicted damage to the Grand Canyon ecosystem. 

What caught the attention of the public, however, was a Bureau of Reclamation 
proposal to increase the power producing capacity by adding generators to the outlet tubes. 
Since peaking power earns considerably more revenue than off-peak power, the idea had 
been to convert the entire powerplant into a peaking power operation. Outflows during off 
peak would be practically curtailed, while during peak power demand, all eight generators, 
increased to 12 by addition of the four on outlet tubes, would be operated at full capacity. 
And to maintain steady flows through the Grand Canyon, a re-regulating dam, about 30 
feet high, built to contain a fluctuating reservoir, was planned for the canyon a few miles 
below the dam. To bureau officials intent on finding ways to increase revenue the plan was 
a good one, but it struck a very large obstacle—public opinion. 

In 1981, during public hearings in Page, Flagstaff, and Salt Lake City, the proposal 
aroused the ire of many who simply did not want another dam, even a small one, built in 
Glen Canyon. To them, the hated concrete dam was bad enough; they were not going to let 
the bureau flood the last 15 miles of Glen Canyon below the dam. Fishers, in particular, 
who reveled in those 15 miles of good fishing, cried foul. Even river runners, who might be 
expected to embrace the idea of a non-fluctuating river below Lee’s Ferry, were vocal in 
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opposition. Many of these opponents wrote newspaper articles, appeared on national 
television, and urged people to write protest letters to their Congressmen.  

Within a few months, the bureau surrendered, giving up the proposal, but opting 
instead to rewind each of the eight generators at the dam so as to increase the power 
output, which would not change river flow patterns. The public protests, however, had 
called attention to possible damage the clear, cold, fluctuating river was doing to the Grand 
Canyon ecosystem. Responding to this pressure, Under Secretary of Interior Robert 
Broadbent ordered a thorough  study of several scientific aspects of the riverine 
environment below the dam. Although it was officially called the Glen Canyon Dam 
Environmental Studies, (because in concerned the flow releases from the dam), all of the 
studies were to be made in the 15 miles remaining of Glen Canyon, and in the 275 miles of 
the Grand Canyon.  

With the Bureau of Reclamation as prime agency, cooperation and assistance was 
needed and obtained from the National Park Service, the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, the Arizona Game and Fish Department, several universities, and 
many Indian tribes. Researchers from all of these agencies and institution spent over ten 
years investigating every possible change brought about by the flow regimen over the 
previous 20 years. For two years, from 1983 to 1985, they were hampered by the continual 
high releases, and virtually no fluctuations, required by the spillway crisis, thus creating an 
abnormal flow pattern. Most substantive investigations therefore began after the spillways 
had been repaired. 

Researchers knew, even before they ventured into the Grand Canyon, that the clear 
water and fluctuations would be having some effect; the only question was how much. All 
of the sand, silt, and many of the minerals that used to flow though the canyon, nourishing 
the beaches and riverine life zones are now continually captured by Lake Powell. 
Furthermore, clear water accelerates degradation of the stream bed and shorelines, causing 
much of the existing sand to disappear into the river. High flows and rapid and wide 
fluctuations in river flow due to changes in power demand at the Glen Canyon Powerplant 
add substantially to the degradation. 

Before 1963, the temperature of the river in Grand Canyon was synchronized with 
the seasons, warm enough to support a warm water fishery that included pike minnow, 
(formerly known as squawfish),  razor backed suckers, bony tailed chub, and hump backed 
chub. Researchers suspected that these four species, having been impacted by cold water 
flows for over two decades, and all now listed as endangered, would have all vanished from 
the canyon. 

After ten years of research, at a cost of about $100 million, almost all of the 
predicted results were confirmed, however huge amounts of additional data were obtained 
concerning the downstream ecosystem. Voluminous reports and books have been written 
on the findings.  

Here are a few examples of what was learned. A viable humpback chub population 
was discovered in a relatively small estuary where the warm Little Colorado River flows 
into the Colorado River. But all the other endangered fish species had vanished from the 
canyon. Rainbow trout, however now live in the cold river, in reduced numbers as the 
distance from the dam increases. Surprisingly, bald eagles have begun to frequent the 
canyon to fish in the lower mile of Nankoweap Creek, where trout spawning occurs.  
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Tamarisk, tamarix, ramosissima, a water devouring phreatophyte, was found to 
have greatly spread along the river banks, largely due to the lack of high, sand-laden spring 
runoff flows to uproot them and wash them away. However, several bird species, such a 
Bells vireo, summer tanager, hooded oriole, and great-tailed grackle, have greatly 
expanded their nesting range throughout the dense foliage of the tamarisk and other bushes 
that now line parts of the river.21  

So that left only the question of how the operation of the dam could be altered so 
as to minimize deleterious effects on the Grand Canyon ecosystem. In November 1989, the 
Secretary directed an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) be prepared on the operation 
of the dam, with Reclamation again as the lead agency. Expressly ruled out was the option 
of removing the dam. So also was drilling a prohibitively expensive one-hundred mile 
tunnel to convey sediment from the upper part of Lake Powell around the dam to the 
canyon. As for the cold water releases from the depths of the lake, the bureau agreed to 
study ways to raise the temperature by modifying the intake structures. 

In early 1991, the bureau changed the flow regime by raising the minimum flow, by 
cutting the peak off maximum flows, and by slowing down the “ramping,” speed where 
flows are altered either up or down. The final EIS, completed in March 1995, and the 
Record of Decision, (October 1996), essentially recommended perpetual maintenance of 
this pattern, except in emergencies. 

Congress passed the Grand Canyon Protection Act of 1992, requiring some type 
of continual monitoring of effects on the downstream ecosystem, now complied with by a 
Glen Canyon Adaptive Management Work Group. 

Ironically, what began in 1981 as the bureau’s desire to produce more peaking 
power has resulted in turning the dam and powerplant into a near steady-state power 
producer, with very little peaking power, and certainly less revenue.  

In a separate, but similar incident, Regional Director David Crandall of the bureau 
once told me that, in the early 1970’s, he and his staff had tried to obtain agreement from 
the Navajo and Ute Tribes to construct another backbone transmission line through their 
reservations, parallel to the one built in the early 1960’s. To this leaders of both tribes 
replied firmly, “Absolutely not, but we would like you to remove the line that is already 
there!”  No second line was ever built. 

 
Changing Perceptions About Pre-dam Glen Canyon 

 
From the early 1950’s onward, opposition to having a dam in Glen Canyon has 

been a factor to consider. During the Congressional hearings of 1954-1956, the opponents 
were vocal but unorganized, and numbering comparatively few. River running at that time 
was not a popular sport. Boating parties venturing into Glen Canyon were occasional 
private parties and sometimes boy scout groups. And of those that did see the main canyon, 
very few ventured far into the varied and fantastically eroded  side canyons. As late as 
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1955, Katie Lee, Tad Nichols and Frank Wright bestowed names on several previously 
unnamed side canyons.22 

Glen Canyon suffered also by the attention given to the Grand Canyon. Whereas 
Grand Canyon was magnificently huge, astoundingly deep, and almost incomprehensible, 
“one of the great sights, which every American, if he can travel at all, should see,” 
(Theodore Roosevelt), Glen Canyon was colorful, intimate, and comfortable. The Colorado 
River in Grand Canyon was lined with threatening river rapids; the same river in Glen 
Canyon had none. A spur rail line reached the South Rim in 1901 and the first automobile 
arrived at that point in 1902, but no decent road reached Glen Canyon until 1957. Quite 
probably, had Glen Canyon not been overshadowed by the public attention given to the 
Grand Canyon, it would have been much better known when engineers and water managers 
started talking about a dam. 

How indeed is a geological curiosity transformed into a cultural icon? It is not a 
simple process of “being there.” As author Stephen J. Pyne points out Grand Canyon itself 
was once just a geological curiosity—explorer Joseph C. Ives, writing in 1858, called it a 
“profitless locality”--but the image of the canyon was gradually transformed by a cadre of  
scientists, writers, painters, and photographers, including John Wesley Powell, Clarence 
Dutton, William Henry Holmes, Thomas Moran, and publicity men of the Santa Fe 
Railroad.  

Among the last of America’s landscapes to be formally 
explored, the Grand Canyon had become among the first of its 
natural marvels and, for a nation that tended to substitute natural 
monuments for cultural ones, entered the pantheon of its sacred 
places. Its valorization offered as much a cross section through 
American history as of earth history. The evolution of that 
interpretation had, with eerie symmetry, mimicked the evolution of 
the Canyon’s features. The spasmodic tectonism of geographic 
exploration, the varied tributaries that flowed from the main 
currents of American thought—with breathtaking brevity the two 
processes had merged, and not merely laid down a course of history 
but entrenched it so deeply the Canyon became a permanent feature 
of America’s cultural landscape.23 

Before the dam, Glen Canyon missed similar scrutiny by scientists as well as by lyric 
poets and painters.  It had been visited by perhaps hundreds of miners and prospectors in 
the 1890’s and again in the 1930’s. 24 Yet to most of those who had heard the name at all, 
Glen Canyon was simply another in a long series of gorges cut by the Colorado River 
through the Colorado Plateau, probably a good place for a dam. 

All of this began to change after construction began on Glen Canyon Dam. 
Realizing that time was running out to see the canyon, private river boating parties floated 
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through Glen Canyon in increasing numbers from 1956 to 1963, when water storage was 
initiated in Lake Powell. 

One of the most influential member of these boating groups was David Brower, 
Executive Director of the Sierra Club. Brower, who had not objected to Glen Canyon Dam 
so long as Echo Park Dam was eliminated from the Colorado River Storage Project in 
1956, was astonished by the beauty and variety of Glen Canyon. He soon contracted with 
photographer Eliot Porter to take color photographs in the canyon, for eventual publication 
in a Sierra Club book, entitled The Place No One Knew—Glen Canyon of the Colorado. 
25The title of the book, which came out in 1963, was of course, a misnomer, since Glen 
Canyon was historically the most visited of the Colorado River canyons. What the title 
meant, rather, was that writers, painters, and photographers had never enshrined Glen 
Canyon sufficiently to make it a cultural icon. Understated in the title was the belief that 
had the canyon been a cultural icon, such as the Grand Canyon, Glen Canyon Dam would 
never have been authorized. 

After Lake Powell began to form, most media publicity centered on the beauties of 
the lake and the novelties of boating into narrow side canyons barely wide enough for 
passage. During the 1960’s very little was said about the loss of pre-dam Glen Canyon. 
Gradually, however, more voices were heard decrying the loss, particularly among young 
people. Certainly, the loss of confidence in the federal government due to the Vietnam War 
and Watergate had a pronounced effect, for it caused many, especially those of college age, 
to question what else the government had done wrong. Also, with new equipment and 
money, this younger generation was more adventurous than those earlier. Although it 
would be a mistake to categorize an entire generation, many of them wanted to climb 
mountains, hike trails, camp out, surf in the waves, and boat down wilderness rivers. To 
them it was frustrating to learn through books such as Eliot Porter’s and several magazine 
articles of what Glen Canyon used to be. At least some of them felt that older generations 
had denied to them a moving river and much of the scenery in Glen Canyon, as well as a 
great adventure—even perhaps, a soul inspiring mystical journey. A slow houseboat trip on 
Lake Powell—or even on a speedy personal water craft—could hardly compensate. By the 
early 1980’s, these discontented young people were ready to organize against the dam. The 
vanished Glen Canyon was indeed becoming a cultural icon—even posthumously.  

 
The Drain Lake Powell Movement 

 
A strong and influential voice was added in 1968, when Edward Abbey burst upon 

the scene with his book Desert Solitaire—A Season in the Wilderness,26 a robust, well-
written collection of Abbey’s stories from southeastern Utah. New Yorker Magazine called 
him “a good hater.”27 In describing Lake Powell Abbey wrote: 

[Where Major John Wesley Powell] and his brave men 
once lined the rapids and glided through silent canyons, two 
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thousand feet deep the motorboats now smoke and whine, scumming 
the water with cigarette butts, beer cans and oil, dragging the water 
skiers on their endless rounds, clockwise.28 
Abbey also quipped,  “I’m a humanist:  I’d rather kill a man than a snake!” And 

one of his visions, supposedly written while Glen Canyon Dam was still under construction, 
was that “some hero will carry a rucksack full of dynamite into the dam, hide it carefully, 
then attach blasting caps to the official dam wiring system so that when the dam is 
dedicated by the President and Secretary of the Interior and Governors from the Four 
Corner states, a button will be pushed, igniting the “loveliest” explosion ever seen, and the 
new rapids formed will be named “Floyd E. Dominy Falls” in honor of the chief of the 
Reclamation bureau.” 

Desert Solitaire was an immediate best seller and has gone through several 
editions and reprinting, and is even today, 34 years later, still in print. In 1975, Abbey 
followed this up with The Monkey Wrench Gang,29 a novel about a small band of self-
righteous, do-gooder eco-terrorists who have the dream of destroying Glen Canyon Dam, 
but who, in the meantime, whet their destructive impulses on power lines, road building 
equipment, and on the train carrying coal from Black Mesa to the Navajo Powerplant near 
Page. Again Abbey displayed his writing talent, as well as his iconoclastic view of 
economic development and what he called “industrial tourism.” 

These two books by Abbey contributed greatly to the anti-dam movement, both by 
enhancing the status of the pre-dam Glen Canyon as a cultural icon and by fanning the 
flames of discontent with the dam and with Lake Powell—which some referred to as “Lake 
Foul”, or, at best, “Reservoir Powell.” This said, one could hardly dispute the fact that 
around three million people visit Lake Powell each year, spending millions of dollars on 
boats, lodging, food, and supplies. What it does mean rather, is that public perceptions of 
the lake (or reservoir), were becoming more polarized. Undoubtedly the boating portion of 
the public loves the lake—it is, of course, one of the most scenic lakes in the world—while 
a vocal minority now calls for removal of the dam as soon as possible. 

On a warm spring day in 1981, Ed Abbey showed up at the dam, ostensibly to act 
as high priest for a recently organized group calling themselves Earth First!  A few of its 
members climbed over a gate leading to the crest of the dam, then walked to the center 
point where they began unfurling a tapered sheet of black plastic sheeting 300 feet down 
the downstream face, meant to represent a terrible crack in the dam. On the bridge, 350 
away, Abbey shouted “Earth First—Free the Colorado!” and the seventy or so people that 
had accompanied him joined in.30 

The Earth First! mission statement today proudly boasts “Controversial tactics, 
such as “cracking” dams with banners, blockading bulldozers, sitting in trees, and disabling 
Earth-destroying equipment (“monkeywrenching”—as one word) were introduced to the 
modern environmental movement.”31 
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Soon after this 1981 incident, the bureau tightened security at the dam. First 
workmen installed closed-circuit TV cameras at practically all access points. For casual 
visitors, no longer could they roam freely on a self-guided basis down the elevators and 
onto the west end of the generator floor, the transformer deck and the governor gallery. 
They would now have to first obtain a ticket, have all tote bags inspected, and then proceed 
in small groups accompanied by a bureau guide. Furthermore, accessible areas were 
reduced  by cutting out the governor gallery. 

Near Moab, Utah, a few rebellious men and women actually tried their hand at 
eco-terrorism, monkey wrench style, by chain-sawing down a wooden transmission tower, 
thereby disrupting power service. The loud public reaction against this act seemed to alert 
the perpetrators that it was self-destructive behavior, calculated to win no allies. At least 
twice, studios in Hollywood have seriously considered turning The Monkey Wrench Gang 
into an action filled movie, but each time they have backed away for fear of inspiring copy-
cat acts of destruction. 

During the 1980’s until 1996, protests against the dam seemed to subside, perhaps 
because of the environmental studies and the preparation of an Environmental Impact 
Study then underway. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, had, however, 
significantly altered the equation by requiring extensive studies and producing an 
Environmental Impact Statement prior to authorization. Congressman Wayne Aspinall, 
who had played such a pivotal role in the campaign for CRSP, was heard to say, in 1981, 
“We got the CRSP approved just in time. Today we could never get it authorized—
particularly if it included Glen Canyon Dam.” 

Barry Goldwater, set to retire from the Senate in 1986, said that if he could recast 
one vote in his entire Senate career, it would have been the vote that doomed Glen 
Canyon.32 

In 1996, a new group advocating removal of the dam was formed. The Glen 
Canyon Institute was led by two men: David Wegner, a biologist who had served as 
director of the environmental studies for the Bureau of Reclamation, and Richard 
Ingebretsen, a physician in Salt Lake City. In the GCI mission statement is the following: 

Although in 1996 the Bureau of Reclamation completed an 
EIS on operations of the dam, decommissioning the dam was not 
offered as an alternative to the public. Public comments, which 
suggested decommissioning of the dam, were simply rejected as 
falling outside the scope of that EIS process. Glen Canyon Institute 
believes that the American public should decide whether or not the 
long term environmental costs of maintaining Glen Canyon Dam 
outweigh the short term benefits provided by Powell reservoir.33 
Goal of the GCI is to produce a Citizens’ Environmental Impact Statement that 

would clearly show the benefits of removing, or at least decommissioning, the dam. Based 
in Flagstaff, Arizona, as of September 2000 the organization reported a membership of 
1,400 individuals spread throughout the United States. Richard Ingebretsen readily admits 
that draining Lake Powell is a long term objective, probably not achievable for at least 
                                                

32 Stiles, Jim, Why We Should Drain Lake Powell, Canyon Country Zephyr (April/May 1997) 
33 Glen Canyon Institute, Citizens’ Environmental Assessment (CEA) on the Decommissioning of 

Glen Canyon Dam, Interim Report, Glen Canyon Institute, Flagstaff, AZ (Fall 2000) 
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twenty years, yet he is optimistic that their effort will meet with success. While Ingebretsen 
and his group mention the economic costs of  lake surface evaporation, what they are really 
striving for is to raise pre-dam Glen Canyon to the status of a cultural icon, just as David 
Brower had been trying to do since 1963. 

Brower, probably the most influential environmentalist in the country, the man 
who had almost single-handedly defeated Echo Park Dam, was also a member of GCI, and 
spoke at several of the GCI meetings. On his own initiative in 1997, Brower convinced the 
national board of the Sierra Club to unanimously declare its support for draining Lake 
Powell, thus making it national policy.. Subsequently Brower wrote even more articles, 
gave more speeches, always advocating decommissioning of the dam, while admitting 
apologetically that he had tacitly supported the dam during the 1950’s. Brower died in 
2000, but many of his followers in the Sierra Club and elsewhere have vowed to carry on 
his campaign. 

Congressman James Hansen of Utah responded to the movement by calling for a 
Hearing before his House Interior Committee in September 1997. His primary purpose was 
obviously to squash the drain Lake Powell initiative in the bud. At that hearing, Sierra Club 
president Adam Werbach and GCI’s Dave Wegner reportedly “took a beating from 
politicians and experts who dismissed the plan as “loony,” “impractical,” and “certifiably 
nutty,”34 The hearing somewhat backfired in that it only helped to publicize the concept of 
draining the lake by giving it Congressional and media attention. 

To counter the threat from the GCI and the Sierra Club, a group of Page residents, 
in July 1997, organized what they named Friends of Lake Powell. Its avowed purpose was 
and is to discount negative claims against the dam and reservoir and to promulgate the 
recognized benefits.  

Some people considered that the methods employed by the Glen Canyon Institute 
and the Sierra Club were too slow to take effect. A new group was therefore organized in 
January 2000, with more radical tactics in mind. The Glen Canyon Action Network, 
(GCAN), headquartered in Moab, espouses public demonstrations, but not eco-terrorism  
at the dam or wherever it can obtain media attention. When the GCAN’s announced that its 
first rally would be held at the dam on March 14, 2000, the Friends of Lake Powell 
countered that they would hold a demonstration at the same time and place, which to the 
bureau threatened a possible riot. When the day arrived local police were on hand to 
separate the groups by the width of the canyon, one on one side, one on the other. Separate 
demonstrations and speeches were then forthcoming, one group promoting  draining the 
lake and one against it. Visitors standing on the bridge separating the two demonstrations 
were watched closely by the police. No trouble (other than loud P.A. systems) was 
reported. 

In the future we can look forward to sustained opposition to  continued operation 
of Glen Canyon Dam, restricted though it has been. And Lake Powell will continue to 
provide a Mecca for fishers, boaters, and water oriented sports. Considering the economic 
investment in the dam and powerplant, in the city of Page, in recreation facilities around 
Lake Powell, and in the Navajo Generating Station, which draws clean cooling water from 
the lake, it is not likely that the drain Lake Powell movement will have success, at least not 
                                                

34 Hanscom, Greg, Reclaiming a Lost Canyon, High Country News, Paonia, CO, (November 10, 
1997) 
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for several decades. Emphasizing the need for continued operation of both Glen Canyon 
Powerplant and the Navajo Generating Station is the current, and probably long term, 
demand for additional electrical energy in the western United States. 

 
Sedimentation 

 
Emergencies--or at least urgent considerations--occur at the dam at irregular 

intervals, ranging from floods to worn out equipment, and are handled competently by the 
well-trained maintenance staff. One problem that the staff is not equipped to handle, the 
one that may eventually doom first Lake Powell and eventually the dam itself, is sediment. 

All rivers carry some sediment, but where the land is heavily vegetated, as in the 
northern part of the Upper Colorado Basin, the waters run fairly clear. Yet as the river 
descends toward the southwest, picks up tributaries that enter from arid and semi-arid 
lands, soils of which usually remain stable, sometimes for years, as if waiting for the wet 
touch of rainfall. Yet when the rain does arrive it is often strikes suddenly as a gully 
washer, a cloudburst that seems to tear the top of the land, sending it in a turbid brown 
torrent toward the master river, the Colorado. Scientists call these wildly destructive floods 
bv the term “debris flows.” 

Geologically speaking, it was the periodic debris flows pouring into the Gulf of 
California that formed a huge natural dam that now separates the Gulf from the Imperial 
Valley of California. 

Of all the rivers and streams flowing into Lake Powell, the heaviest sediment laden 
is the San Juan River and its tributaries, particularly in its western region. For over a 
century pioneers have tried to irrigate along its banks, but their dams have washed out, 
their ditches filled with sand, and their fields ruined by briefly rampaging water. Most of the 
farmers of Bluff, Utah, have moved away, defeated by the unruly San Juan. 

Since 1963, of course, all of that sediment has collected in Lake Powell, and 
continues to do so. 

Sediment settles in the upper parts of the lake, diminishing its reservoir’s storage 
capacity and its ability to meet downstream commitments during times of drought. The San 
Juan River arm of the lake is already heavily clogged. The San Juan Marina on that arm had 
to be closed in 1988 due to heavy sedimentation. In the early 1990’s a sediment bar built up 
so firmly on the San Juan arm that it blocked the inflow from the river, forcing the water to 
rise up, flow across a section of flat sandstone, then drop by a 20-foot waterfall into Lake 
Powell. Although spring flood waters eventually washed out the dam, the accumulating 
sediment is advancing upstream, even higher than the lake, causing great distress for river 
boating parties. 

Even on the Colorado arm of the lake the sediment stretches all the way from the 
high water mark, almost 60 river miles down to the mouth of the Dirty Devil, where is 
appears ready to create a small waterfall of its own.. 

Early in my career with the Bureau of Reclamation, a prescient river runner named 
Art Gallenson visited me to ask if anyone had ever considered drilling a one-hundred mile 
sediment conveyance tunnel from the upper part of Lake Powell to the canyon below the 
dam. In my naivety I thought his idea was ridiculous. So also did BuRec officials in 1994 
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when they commissioned the Environmental Impact Statement study of the effects of the 
dam’s operation on the Grand Canyon. So no tunnel was seriously considered.  

No one knows when sediment will reach the dam, but it will not be soon. 
Anticipating that eventual day, bureau engineers are considering using the outlet tubes to 
flush some of that sediment around the powerplant.35 A study of sedimentation rates by the 
bureau showed that it would be 700 years before sediment would reach the penstock level, 
elevation 3,590, where water is drawn into the turbines. Although the powerplant could, 
and probably will, generate power up till that time, no official prediction has been made as 
to when the reservoir will be too small to meet downstream commitments—or when Lake 
Powell is so diminished in size that water oriented recreation is no longer practical. Perhaps 
by then the drain Lake Powell movement will have finally achieved success and the stored 
sediment will be somehow passing around or through the dam, through the Grand Canyon, 
and filling up any remaining capacity in Lake Mead.  

 
Conclusions 

 
The bumpy road that Glen Canyon Dam history has taken in the past 48 years 

represents a long encounter with scenic values, with cultural antiquity, with natural 
processes of flood and sedimentation, and with preservation of two national icons, the 
Grand Canyon and Rainbow Bridge. The very rust-red sandstone landscape that backdrops 
Lake Powell, making it one of the most scenic bodies of water in the world, is the same 
scenery that causes environmental groups to demand that the lake be drained so that more 
of that scenery can be seen and accessed. Those opposed to the dam will continue to 
promote pre-dam Glen Canyon as a national and cultural icon that should be returned from 
the depths—the sooner the better. But they will have little success so long as investments in 
the dam and lake recreation remain both widespread and profitable. When the day arrives 
that maintenance of the dam no longer makes economic sense—no matter how far in the 
future that may be--Glen Canyon Dam will strike the biggest bump of all. We can only 
guess what future generations will do with the dam and with a huge sediment-filled 
reservoir at that time. 

                                                
35 Randy Peterson, Bureau of Reclamation Adaptive Management Engineer, address to Bureau of 

Reclamation retirees, 2000 
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